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- After the death of his parents, when he was a child, Bruce Wayne moves to Asia and trains with his mentors Henri Ducard and Ra's Al Ghul. After the death of Ducard in 1996 and Ra's Al Ghul in 2000, Bruce remains the only current champion in this weight and continues his career.Until Bruce pumped up muscles, there was a change in character. He was no
longer a timid person. There was no longer his easy life and and prospering in the shadows with the athletes he once defeated. Bruce became tougher, he began to look at things more soberly.In 2003, he holds his last fight in the Fitness Club and retires from the sport. Bruce makes money from his work. Currently, Bruce Frederick Neville lives in Los Angeles,

California, hosts his annual title defense in various shows and works with many people who want to see him in the world. He currently works as a manager and referee on shows such as NightFighter: SummerSlam, The Ultimate Fighter: Unlimited. Bruce Frederic Neuville was born on October 11, 1971 in Los Angeles, California to the founder of Renault,
Bernard Neuville, and his wife Janelle, an accountant. He was the first child to be born to the couple. Bruce was named after the French actor Jean-Paul Belmondo. Bruce received a musical education and played musical instruments. When Bruce was still a teenager, he began to practice martial arts. At the age of nine, he won the first Kyokushin karate

tournament at the National Sports Park. At 15, Bruce moves to Savanna for summer training, where he participates in a huge number of tournaments. At the same time, Bruce begins to like women's boxing. He is studying to be a teacher at one of the departments of Kyoto University in Japan. Upon graduation, Bruce moved to France, where a few years later, in
1997, Bruce was offered to engage in a professional ring. In 1999, Bruce Navl was defeated by the world junior champion Alexander Gvozdik. Bruce is not given the opportunity to win, and he takes part in minor tournaments, and then goes to the professionals. Bruce in the same year signed a contract with C.I
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